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A priced and annotated annual record of international book auctions.
Volume 18 covers reporting of World War 1 from August 14, 1915 - August 28, 1915. Relive WW1 as it unfolds week to week
through the eyes of contemporary writers, photographers, and witnesses. This spectacular collection contains thousands of period
photographs, drawings, accounts, and events from The Great War, World War 1. Volume 18 contains Parts 52-54 which includes
events published August 14, 1915 - August 28, 1915. Some of the events contained within: Italy's entry into the war The marvelous
work of the Red Cross Germany during the first year of the war ...and more! Reproduced and reprinted from a mint collection of
source material, The Great War Remastered WW1 Standard History Collection is an entertaining and educational trip through
time. Experience World War 1 from the British perspective as told by those who lived through it. Originally published as standalone
issues called, The Great War: The Standard History of the All-Europe Conflict, the series starts in 1914 and continues into 1919.
Assembled by documentary filmmaker and writer, Mark Bussler, The Great War: Remastered WW1 Standard History Collection
accurately reprints these remarkable period magazines filled with stunning artwork, photographs, and stories from World War 1.
The best gift idea for WW1 enthusiasts and World War 1 history buffs looking to pour over period photographs of soldiers, tanks,
airplanes, zeppelins, horses, artillery, and WW1 tanks. This collection recounts WW1 battles and events as they happened within
days and weeks. Historians, history fans, military history buffs, casual enthusiasts and students should thoroughly enjoy The Great
War Remastered WW1 Standard History Collection; there are many World War 1 photos and drawings included.
Provides historical coverage of the United States and Canada from prehistory to the present. Includes information abstracted from
over 2,000 journals published worldwide.
Exam board: Pearson Edexcel Level: International GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September 2017 First exams:
Summer 2019 Endorsed for Pearson Edexcel qualifications Follow the tried-and-tested methods of bestselling author Ben Walsh.
This book builds the skills required for exam success, helps students to remember all the content and makes History really
interesting. The authors have listened to feedback from teachers and students about the challenging aspects of the specification,
to ensure that they deliver the support you need. You can rely on this textbook to: Straightforward language, manageable chunks
of text and plenty of bullet points guide you through the content, which is covered in the amount of depth that students need Ben
Walsh is known for selecting memorable sources and extracts that work alongside the narrative to draw out the big concepts within
each topic The features in the book are designed to consolidate students' knowledge of the key points - from 'Focus' boxes and
regular 'Knowledge check' questions to end-of-chapter summaries Activities throughout the chapters and larger 'Focus tasks'
teach students how to select, organise and use their knowledge to explain, analyse, evaluate and make judgements Clear
explanations of the exam requirements, analysis of what a good answer might look like and handy tips help students to feel
confident and prepared This book covers the following units: Historical investigations Breadth studies
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Exam board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: History First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018 Practise and
perfect the knowledge and skills that students need to achieve their best grade in the Edexcel GCSE (9-1) History exams. Packed
full of consolidation activities and exam-style questions, this time-saving Workbook makes it easier to reinforce understanding
throughout the course and prepare for examination. - Apply, embed and recap knowledge using tried-and-tested consolidation
activities that put the large amount of content into context - Develop the exam skills required for the 9-1 examinations with a bank
of practice questions that covers every question type and includes mark allocations to indicate how much time students should
spend on an answer - Tackle the challenges of visual and written sources as plenty of examples and questions are provided - Help
students identify their revision needs and understand how to improve their responses by consulting the online answers/answer
guidance for each activity and question - Use flexibly for homework or classwork, during the course or for revision and exam
practice - Feel confident about exam preparation, knowing that the activities and questions have been carefully created by a team
of experienced examiners and practising teachers
A major source for the heroic and mythological traditions of northern Europe. '[The translation] is a masterpiece . . . the
[Commentary] will doubtless prove of the greatest interest to historians.' ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW
Ever since its first publication in 1992, The End of History and the Last Man has provoked controversy and debate. Francis
Fukuyama's prescient analysis of religious fundamentalism, politics, scientific progress, ethical codes, and war is as essential for a
world fighting fundamentalist terrorists as it was for the end of the Cold War. Now updated with a new afterword, The End of
History and the Last Man is a modern classic.
"History of the Christian Church" is an eight volume account of Christian history which covers the history of Christianity from the
time of the apostles to the Reformation period. The book deals with seven periods in the history of the church: The First Period of
Church History – Apostolic Christianity; The Second Period of Church History – Ante-Nicene Christianity; The Third Period of
Church History – The Church in Union with the Roman Empire; The Fourth Period of Church History – The Church among the
Barbarians; The Fifth Period of Church History – From Gregory VII to Boniface VIII A. D. 1049–1294; The Sixth Period of Church
History – From Boniface VIII to Martin Luther ; The Seventh Period of Church History – The Reformation.
The Allegheny River flows through the counties of Allegheny, Westmoreland, Armstrong, Clarion, Venango, Forest, and Warren.
The Black Book of CommunismCrimes, Terror, RepressionHarvard University Press
Winner of the 2010 W.J.M. Mackenzie Prize for Best Political Science Book of the Year 2010 The relentless rise of Communism was the most
momentous political development of the first half of the twentieth century. No political change has been more fundamental than its demise in
Europe and its decline elsewhere. In this hugely acclaimed book Archie Brown provides an indispensable history that examines the origins of
the ideology, its development in different countries, its collapse in many states following the Soviet perestroika, and its current incarnations
around the globe. The Rise and Fall of Communism explains how and why Communists came to power; how they were able, in a variety of
countries on different continents to hold on to power for so long; and what brought about the downfall of so many Communist systems. A
groundbreaking work from an internationally renowned specialist, this is the definitive study of the most remarkable political and human story
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of our times.
The definitive work on Stalin's purges, the author's The Great Terror was universally acclaimed when it first appeared in 1968. It was "hailed
as the only scrupulous, nonpartisan, and adequate book on the subject". And in recent years it has received equally high praise in the Soviet
Union, where it is now considered the authority on the period, and has been serialized in Neva, one of their leading periodicals. Of course,
when the author wrote the original volume two decades ago, he relied heavily on unofficial sources. Now, with the advent of glasnost, an
avalanche of new material is available, and he has mined this enormous cache to write a substantially new edition of his classic work. It is
remarkable how many of the most disturbing conclusions have born up under the light of fresh evidence. But the author has added
enormously to the detail, including hitherto secret information on the three great "Moscow Trials," on the fate of the executed generals, on the
methods of obtaining confessions, on the purge of writers and other members of the intelligentsia, on life in the labor camps, and many other
key matters. Both a leading Sovietologist and a highly respected poet, the author blends research with prose, providing not only an
authoritative account of Stalin's purges, but also a compelling chronicle of one of this century's most tragic events. A timely revision of a book
long out of print, this is the updated version of the author's original work.

The authors of the book are archaeologists, architectural historians, and anthropologists, who worked in conjunction with
Hanford staff for verification of accuracy and authenticity.
Volume 3 covers the effects of the Bible on the history of the West between the Reformation and the publication of the
New English Bible.
Volumes 12 and 13 of this highly acclaimed documentary edition cover the first Congress's second session, from January
to August 1790. Among other important issues in this critical period, Congress debated Hamilton's report on the public
credit, federal assumption of state Revolutionary War debts, and antislavery petitions from Pennsylvania Quakers. The
editors once more have assembled the most complete and reliable text of the debates by examining a variety of sources:
stenographer Thomas Lloyd's shorthand notes, his Congressional Register, and contemporary newspaper accounts.
Praise for previous volumes: "A treasure-trove of incomparable knowledge about the beginnings of Congress." -Presidential Studies Quarterly. "A window into [the] time... Rich in anecdotes and illuminating detail." -- Washington Post.
Collects and analyzes seventy years of communist crimes that offer details on Kim Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle
Ho," and Cuba under Castro.
World War II, also known as the Second World War, was a global war that lasted from 1939 to 1945. The vast majority of the world's
countries—including all the great powers—eventually formed two opposing military alliances: the Allies and the Axis. Index of Book Index
Chapter 1: History of Soviet Union Chapter 2: The division of Eastern Europe and other invasions Chapter 3: Termination of the pact Chapter
4: Soviets stop the Germans Chapter 5: The Frontoviki Chapter 6: Soviet push to Germany Chapter 7: Final victory Chapter 8: Repressions
Chapter 9: Soviet war crimes Chapter 10: War crimes by Nazi Germany Chapter 11: Survival in Leningrad Chapter 12: Aftermath and
damages Chapter 13: Germany–Soviet Union relations, 1918–1941 13.1 Treaty of Rapallo 1922 and secret military cooperation 13.2
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Documentation 13.3 Relations in the 1920s 13.4 Plans for Poland 13.5 Diplomatic relations 13.6 The "Third Period" 13.7 Early 1930s 13.8
Persecution of ethnic Germans in the USSR Chapter 14: The Soviet Union and Nazi Germany before World War II 14.1 Initial relations after
Hitler's election 14.2 Relations in the mid-1930s 14.3 Spanish Civil War 14.4 Collective security failures Chapter 15: Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact
Chapter 16: World War II 16.1 Soviet invasion of eastern Poland 16.2 Amendment of the Secret Protocols 16.3 Expanded commercial pact
16.4 Soviet war with Finland 16.5 Soviets take the Baltics 16.6 August tensions 16.7 Soviet negotiations regarding joining the Axis 16.8
January 1941 Border and Commercial Agreement 16.9 Mid-1941 relations 16.10 Further development Chapter 17: Volksdeutsche in the
Soviet Union Chapter 18: Aftermath 18.1 Post-war commentary regarding the timing of Soviet-German rapprochement
The major emphasis of Volume 1 is on the movements for national sovereignty, the revolutionary activity associated with them, and the place
of these events in the international relations of the day for the major nationalities of the Balkan region. Volume 2 deals primarily with events in
the 20th century. A large portion of this volume is devoted to wartime experiences, the establishment of postwar regimes, and their internal
development to 1980.
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